Anisotropic in-plane gradients of poly(acrylic acid) formed by electropolymerization with spatiotemporal control of the electrochemical potential.
Laterally varying thickness gradients of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) were formed by Zn(II)-catalyzed electropolymerization of acrylic acid (AA) in the presence of an in-plane electrochemical potential gradient applied to Au working electrodes. In the static potential gradient (SPG) approach, two ends of a Au working electrode were clamped at distinct potentials for the duration of the electropolymerization process, thereby generating a time-independent in-plane electrochemical potential gradient, V(x). A dynamic potential gradient (DPG) approach was also used, in which the two end potentials were varied in time, while maintaining a constant voltage offset, to generate an in-plane electrochemical potential gradient, V(x,t). Because the kinetics of heterogeneous electron transfer vary with the local overpotential, these two methods produce PAA films with laterally varying thickness gradients, although they exhibit different spatial characteristics. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) imaging were used to characterize the PAA gradients. The in-plane thickness variations of PAA gradients formed by both SPG and DPG approaches agree with predictions of the Butler-Volmer equation at small absolute overpotentials, while at large (negative) overpotentials, mass transport dominates, and the thickness reaches a plateau value independent of local potential. DPG-produced PAA gradients are generally broader than SPG gradients with the same initial potential and comparable effective growth time, indicating that the DPG approach is more suitable for formation of thicker gradients.